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The primary aim of this article is to graphically construct change management strategies within 

the system of enterprise sustainable development. The study focuses on the sustainable 

development system of an enterprise. The scientific task is the implementation of a new 

methodological approach to building strategies for managing changes in sustainable 

development system of enterprise. The research methods involve the use of technologies for 

constructing two variants of IDEF3 strategies. The IDEF3 method was utilized to capture 

descriptions of action sequences, enabling a specialist to construct change management 

strategies within the enterprise's sustainable development system. As a result, two unique 

examples of change management strategies in enterprise sustainable development system were 

presented. Consequently, we formed process-oriented and object-oriented strategies for 

managing changes in the machine-building enterprise's sustainable development system. 

These strategies allow for the inclusion of all elements of the enterprise's sustainable 

development in strategy formation. The implications of the study are the formation of a 

specific methodological approach to the presentation of the strategy for managing changes in 

the system of sustainable development of an enterprise. The study is limited as it only takes 

into account the specifics of the sustainable development system within an engineering 

enterprise. Prospects for further research should be devoted to the analysis of the change 

management system in the framework of security. The practical value of the results obtained 

lies in the possibility of using strategy models for top managers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern enterprises exist in the conditions of global 

competition, excess of supply over demand and increasing 

consumer requirements for product quality, which imposes 

additional requirements for development: on the one hand, 

complicating development, on the other hand, creates 

favorable conditions for innovation and change. A rapidly 

changing environment requires constant adaptation and at the 

same time can serve as the basis for taking a dominant position 

when creating a new technology or product.  

A sustainable development system is a stable system that 

contributes to the implementation of long-term educational, 

economic, social, environmental aspects, including permanent 

employment, technological innovation, infrastructure 

construction and mitigation of negative environmental 

consequences. 

Change for enterprise is becoming a constant feature and a 

prerequisite for securing competitive advantages, increasing 

market value and integrating enterprises into the global 

economic space. Under the influence of numerous 

environmental factors, a discrepancy is formed between the 

established mechanism for the functioning of enterprise and 

their real needs. The acceleration of changes in the external 

environment of the enterprise and the simultaneous 

unavailability or lag of enterprises with the implementation of 

adequate internal changes, the failure of the implementation of 

more than half of the change projects led to a sharp increase in 

the importance of change management in all enterprises, 

regardless of the degree and pace of their development and 

sustainable development system. It is for these reasons that it 

is important for enterprise to search for new approaches and 

improve existing change management tools for their own 

sustainable development system. 

Changes to the sustainable development system is an issue 

that concerns all organizations. Most businesses should 

implement minor changes at least once a year and major 

changes every 4-5 years. Changes within an organization are 

usually a response to changes in the external environment. 

This is a change in the information support of the 
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organizational structure, products, technology, personnel, 

capabilities, rules, strategies. All changes are interconnected. 

Changes in the sustainable development system are part of 

the process of enterprise, they refer to changes in the system 

of distribution of powers and responsibilities, in coordination 

and integration mechanisms, in the division into departments, 

in the management hierarchy, committees and the degree of 

centralization. Structural changes in a sustainable 

development system are one of the most common and visible 

forms of change. They are a real necessity when there are 

significant changes in goal or strategy. Changes in closely 

related variables - technology and tasks - are process changes 

in information provision, the introduction of new equipment 

or methods, changes in regulations and the very nature of work. 

Changes in the sustainable development system of 

enterprise involve the use of operational management methods 

that ensure the survival of the enterprise in a changing external 

environment. In the course of such organizational 

configurations of the sustainable development system, two 

main tasks are solved: ensuring the company's low liquidity 

and a significant improvement in the performance of the 

engineering company. Organizational changes are made in the 

short term, when the company cannot rely on external sources 

of financial assistance and solves the issues of ensuring its 

liquidity through internal resources. 

Thus, today the issue of sustainable development and the 

introduction of its basic elements into enterprise change 

management strategies is an important and pressing issue, 

dictated not only by global environmental reasons, but also by 

the general trend of changing the paradigm of the functioning 

of enterprises in the market. But, despite this, in the practical 

activities of enterprises, a clear paradigm for the formation of 

a strategy for managing changes in enterprise sustainable 

development systems has not yet been formed, which will be 

the key issue of our research. 

The structure of the article implies a review of the literature, 

description and explanation of research methods, presentation 

of the main results and their discussion, conclusions. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Prerequisites for the formation of elements of 

management strategy in the context of sustainable 

development system 

It is noted in the scientific and practical literature [1, 2] that 

today it is obvious that engineering enterprises need to 

introduce changes in the sustainable development system from 

time to time in order to survive in the market and remain 

competitive. Moreover, the need for changes began to arise so 

often that their impact on the engineering activities of the 

enterprise is no longer considered as an exceptional 

phenomenon. In practice and research, more and more 

attention is paid to the analysis of changes and the possibilities 

of managing changes in sustainable development system. This 

approach has significantly strengthened existing strategies for 

managing changes in the sustainable development system, in 

the context of creating a dominant focus on modern elements 

of sustainable development and the fluidity of the external 

environment. 

As scientists and practitioners note [3, 4], speaking about 

the staffing of change management, one should immediately 

dwell on who initiates these changes within sustainable 

development system. This may be the manager of the 

engineering enterprise itself, who independently initiates 

improvement and change activities, and an external consultant 

may be invited to offer his concept of information 

development. Thus, scientists focus on the role of the manager 

and the importance of his professional development in the field 

of change management in his own enterprise and awareness of 

the principles of sustainable development. Thus, scientists 

focus on the role of the manager and the importance of his 

professional development in the field of change management 

in his own enterprise and awareness of the principles of 

sustainable development. Changes are a special object of 

management, since they affect the working and personal 

interests of each member of the engineering enterprise and, 

therefore, are impossible without a team of like-minded people 

who turn it into reality. 

The literature describes that the field of change management 

is closely related to the interests of people, because thanks to 

them and for them, these changes are made within sustainable 

development systems. The study of staffing management of 

changes in sustainable development system made it possible 

to identify the main groups participating in them, to determine 

the characteristics of these groups and the areas of interaction, 

which in general allows achieving managerial synergy. 

Possible causes of resistance to change and methods for 

overcoming resistance to change should be identified. Reasons 

for resistance to change: lack of interaction, feeling of threat 

to social relations, distrust in other people, misunderstanding 

and rejection of the process of change, unwillingness to 

change work skills, need for security, desire to maintain the 

status quo. 

2.2 Establishment of a paradigm for the formation of 

systems and strategies for managing changes in the system 

of sustainable development 

In the scientific and practical literature [5, 6], the main thing 

in the concept of change management of sustainable 

development system is the opinion that all changes in the 

organization affect not only the main and auxiliary processes, 

but also the personnel. The concept assumes that it is possible 

to create a replicable model of successful change, and that 

there are specific processes and tools to implement change 

effectively. Therefore, it is important to determine the main 

approaches and stages of change management in sustainable 

development system. 

The scientific literature [7, 8] notes that the second approach 

to managing changes in sustainable development systems is 

that the company and its employees develop the ability and 

readiness for change. This work [9, 10] is carried out 

constantly without time limits and regardless of specific 

information projects. Such a process is aimed at long-term 

development and is not a solution to any specific problems, 

but rather an investment in information development. The 

main risk in this case is the loss of connection with specific 

tasks, when abilities develop, but changes do not occur. 

The main gaps in the scientific and practical literature in the 

framework of our study are presented in Figure 1. 

The scientific task is the implementation of a new 

methodological approach to building strategies for managing 

changes in sustainable development systems of enterprise. 
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Figure 1. The main gaps in the scientific and practical 

literature in the framework of our study 

3. METHODOLOGY

The first step in the analysis of changes in the sustainable 

development system is their description by fixing the 

successive actions of the participants in verbal or graphic 

form. One of the most promising methods for describing 

change management in a sustainable development system is 

the IDEF3 method. It is possible to use this method in a 

strategic change management system in a sustainable 

development system in order to provide additional relevant 

information to decision makers. This advantage and key 

feature of this technique were the main reason for choosing 

this method for the study. The strategies generated using this 

method will be detailed and easy to understand, which will 

greatly facilitate the work process in the enterprise. 

The IDEF3 method was developed for capturing 

descriptions of sequences of actions, in particular, so that an 

expert in a certain field can formalize their knowledge about a 

certain process, system or engineering enterprise. At the same 

time, there are several factors that led to the development of 

this method: - increasing the productivity of system analysis 

through mediation between analysts and specialists; 

facilitating data system design management; support for the 

change management process in the sustainable development 

system; facilitating the process of defining sustainable 

development system requirements; support for coordinated 

action and integrated efforts. 

It should be noted that the IDEF3 method allows solving the 

following tasks: - identification of opaque links in processes; 

identifying redundant or non-value-adding activities; rapid 

development of new processes; fixation and distribution of 

information; determination of the influence of information 

sources on the main operational scenarios of engineering 

enterprise; ensuring independent implementation of man-

machine systems; defining a data management system and 

change control policy; documenting decision-making 

procedures that affect the state and life cycle of distributed 

data; accelerating the development of high-quality functional 

models; accelerating the development and evaluation of 

simulation models; development of software for accurate 

determination of facts, decision points and classification of 

work; determining the behavior of change management 

systems in the sustainable development system; identifying 

the processes by which organizational change will be 

achieved. All these tasks are important elements in the 

formation of a strategy for managing changes in the system of 

sustainable development, without which it is impossible to 

take into account all aspects of the activities of a modern 

engineering enterprise. In addition, the results of applying this 

method include: cost reduction, improved quality, improved 

adaptability and development of organizational culture. 

The IDEF3 method uses 2 (process-oriented and object-

oriented) strategies for gaining knowledge about change 

management in a sustainable development system. The first 

strategy organizes knowledge with a focus on processes and 

their temporal, causal and logical relationships with the 

scenario, and the second focuses knowledge around objects 

and their state changes in a single scenario or in multiple 

scenarios. Each of the strategies uses the basic elements of the 

IDEF3 language to capture and express business process 

assessments, which together give descriptions, then, based on 

the IDEF3 graphic language, their graphic projections are 

created, which are called diagrams, which can be process or 

object. 

The advantages of the chosen method include: graphic 

modeling language; two strategies: process and object; 

convenience in modeling; verified by practical experience; not 

resource-intensive; minimum entry threshold. 

The main stages of applying the methodological approach 

in the framework of our study are presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. The main stages of applying the methodological 

approach in the framework of our study 

As an example of the presentation of the proposed 

methodological approach, the article chose a really operating 

engineering enterprise - "Infoservice Engineering". All 

information collection was conducted in accordance with 

current research ethics standards. All information that was 

used in the process of using the chosen methodology was 

agreed upon with the management team of the enterprise and 

does not constitute a trade secret of the enterprise. 

All data collected during the research process occurred as 

follows: Existing documentation regarding processes was 

reviewed: procedures, instructions, regulations of the 

enterprise that related to sustainable development. In addition, 

interviews with stakeholders were conducted. These were 

operators, managers, engineers, etc. The interview questions 

were aimed at establishing the sequence of actions, 

participants in the process, and the conditions for carrying out 

the process of forming a change management strategy in the 

sustainable development system. 
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After data collection, it was reviewed by participants in the 

process of forming and implementing the change management 

strategy to verify the accuracy and completeness of the 

information collected. 

4. RESULTS OF RESEARCH

To begin with, let's present our vision of an object-oriented 

change management strategy for an engineering enterprise 

sustainable development system (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. The object-oriented change management strategy 

for an enterprise sustainable development system 

P1, P2 and P3 represent the basic blocks of object-oriented 

strategy, and are explained through P1/Pn, P2/Pn, P3/Pn. Thus, 

their essence is better revealed. Each of them (P1, P2, P3) are 

certain changes in the internal processes of the enterprise 

aimed at and the system of its sustainable development. 

Within the framework of the method used, we will present 

and characterize the object P1 and what it can lead to: 

P1/1. Assessment of the current sustainable development 

culture. When implementing changes in an enterprise, one 

should, first of all, take into account the existing sustainable 

development culture. Trying to change culture from above 

through creative destruction is a rather difficult task. In most 

cases, when embarking on large-scale changes, they invest 

heavily in the development of new values, and then spend 

years trying to reform the sustainable development culture. 

However, experience shows that it is much more effective to 

rely on informal values and behavioral norms that have taken 

root in the company when implementing changes. Sustainable 

development culture refers to a system of values, norms, 

beliefs, customs and practices in an organization or 

community that supports and encourages decisions and actions 

to achieve sustainability in environmental, social and 

economic terms. 

P1/2. Establishing compliance. With a tough (authoritarian) 

management style inherent in a manager, some types of 

information become more manageable. In other types of 

organizations, there may be a backlash to this style - hidden 

resistance, a decrease in performance. A soft management 

style, in the absence of a strong sustainable development 

culture, allows subordinates to ambiguously interpret the 

influence exerted on them by the manager. A soft management 

style is an approach to management in which the leader favors 

cooperation, communication, and interaction with 

subordinates rather than authoritarian control or orders. 

P1/3. Relationship change. The relationship between 

sustainable development culture and changes is two-way: on 

the one hand, changes lead to a revision of the basic postulates 

of sustainable development culture, on the other hand, the 

possibility of changes is primarily due to changes in 

sustainable development culture (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Process-oriented strategy for achieving object P1 

Within the framework of the method used, we will present 

and characterize the object P2 and what it can lead to: 

P2/1. Information accumulation. Information regulation 

(regulations, codes, provisions, resolutions); information 

instruction (instructions, rules); regulatory influence (orders, 

orders, instructions) 

P2/2. Motivational changes. Material incentive system; 

hiring criteria; promotion and dismissal; participation in 

ownership, profit; participation in the decision-making 

process. 

P2/3. Contact change. Information and communication; 

participation and involvement; help and support; negotiations 

and agreements. 

P2/4. Diagnosis of change. Diagnostics of the 

organizational culture of the enterprise should provide a 

definition of its connection with the management of the change 

program, the competence and motivation of the change team, 

as well as possible reserves and directions for improving the 

sustainable development culture for change management. This 

will allow using the organizational culture of the enterprise as 

an active mechanism for managing changes in the sustainable 

development system in the enterprise (Figure 5). 

O means that the processes must occur in parallel. 

Within the framework of the method used, we will present 

and characterize the object P3 and what it can lead to: 

P3/1. Standardization of engineering services. Receive from 

the European Testing and Certification Center a package of 

documents on the availability of accreditation certificates. 

P3/2. Implementation of regulatory regulation. Compliance 

with technical requirements, market standards. 

P3/3. Increasing the level of information security. Changes 

in the field of training, retraining and advanced training of 

management personnel within the framework of ensuring 

information security (Figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Process-oriented strategy for achieving object P2 

Figure 6. Process-oriented strategy for achieving object P3 

X means that one of the following steps must be performed. 

In a market economy, ensuring the effectiveness of change 

management is the goal of any enterprise, since it is the 

effectiveness of change management that ensures the 

successful functioning and sustainable development of each 

information link. 

The proposed strategies took into account the specifics of 

the selected enterprise and its internal processes. Of course, 

the current strategic approach is flexible and suitable for most 

businesses that have problems with ensuring sustainable 

development. However, the biggest impact is in the approach 

itself and how it changes strategy. 

5. DISCUSSIONS

Discussing our own results of the study, it should be noted 

that they have both common and distinctive features. Let's 

compare them with others. 

So, for example, other scientists [11-13] have developed 

tools for selecting a project of changes based on the 

information potential of changes using the internal potential 

for changes, determined by technological, organizational, 

technical, production, information personnel, financial factors 

for their implementation and the external potential for 

changes, determined by marketing opportunities, the value of 

changes for the consumer and satisfaction of his needs, the 

possibility of external financing of changes, the acquisition of 

project technologies and the support of sustainable 

development programs. The most favorable for the 

implementation of change projects with a combination of 

"high internal potential for change - high external potential for 

change" and "low internal potential for change - high external 

potential for change." 

Other scientists [14-17] form models of using world 

experience to manage changes in sustainable development 

systems. The implementation of the experience of 

implementing changes in sustainable development systems is 

reflected in the development of organizational culture, which 

is an organizational phenomenon that ensures the effectiveness 

of changes and stabilizes the process of change through the 

transformation of new ideas into common practice. However, 

he himself is subject to change. 

Scientists [18-21] provide a meaningful description of 

change management in sustainable development systems at an 

enterprise, which takes into account the two-way influence of 

both the internal and external environment at all stages of 

planning and implementing changes, and the classification of 

changes is supplemented by signs of assessing readiness for 

change, assessing the potential and effectiveness of changes. 

This takes into account the influence of the external 

environment when assessing changes at the preparatory stage, 

allowing a more complete assessment of change projects and 

the possibility of participation of external actors, tracking their 

interests. 

Our study has certain common elements with other studies, 

here are a few: 

1. Joint vision of the relevance of the formation of a change

management strategy. 

2. General thesis about the importance of changes in

sustainable development systems. 

3. Joint vision of determining directions for improving

sustainable development systems. 

Along with this, our study has a number of differences, 

including: 

1. A new approach to the formation of a change

management strategy in sustainable development systems. 

2. New vision of change management system modeling in

enterprise engineering sustainable development systems. 

As part of the selection of a particular enterprise and its 

sustainable development system, we interviewed its 

management and top management in order to identify their 

practical opinion regarding the strategies presented (Figure 7). 

So, in Figure 7 we can see the results of a survey at an 

enterprise whose management agreed to fully or partially 

implement the strategies we have developed. According to the 

survey, the majority of respondents volunteered to use only 

one of the proposed strategies, and less than 30% chose two 
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management strategies at once. 

As a result, two unique examples of change management 

strategies in sustainable development systems of engineering 

enterprises were presented, based on the use of simple and 

easy-to-build models. Since these models are rarely used in 

enterprise change management strategies, in our opinion this 

approach is new in this area and can significantly simplify the 

already complex processes that were described above. The 

innovative idea of the study is the proposed methodological 

approach to presenting the strategy for managing changes in 

the systems of sustainable development of an engineering 

enterprise. 

Figure 7. Evaluation of the opinion of the enterprise 

engineering management on the strategies presented in the 

article 

6. CONCLUSIONS

Summing up, it should be noted that the procedure for an 

effective change management mechanism in sustainable 

development systems should be included in the enterprise 

engineering development strategy and reflect changes in the 

processes and objects of the business environment at all stages 

of its life cycle, taking into account all factors and causes of 

changes. Change management in sustainable development 

systems will be effective only if the chosen mechanism 

ensures the achievement of corporate goals through processes 

that are optimally built and in accordance with the structure of 

the enterprise. 

The globalization of the world economy and the need to 

integrate into the world economic space poses its own 

challenges and problems for each country, and requires the 

search for effective ways to solve them. The most universal 

criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of the efforts of 

governments and leaders is the country's knowledge-based 

economy, capable of providing a decent standard of living for 

citizens, the revival of the nation and the intellectual education 

of the country's entrepreneurs. One of the determining factors 

for ensuring efficiency on an equal footing is the management 

of changes in sustainable development systems in engineering 

enterprises. 

In general, we highlight two scientific and practical results 

in the framework of our study: 

1. Presentation of a new methodological approach to

strategy formation. 

2. Building a process-oriented and object-oriented strategy

for managing changes in the sustainable development system 

of engineering enterprise. 

The study has a limitation by taking into account only the 

specifics of the engineering enterprise sustainable 

development system. It should be noted that when using the 

chosen method, its limitation can be considered that the two 

generated models cannot take into account all the specifics of 

the functioning of engineering  enterprises. In addition, when 

collecting data, a minor limitation was that some of it was a 

trade secret of the enterprise and was not taken into account in 

developing strategies. That part of this information is minimal 

and does not affect the accuracy of the results obtained.  

Prospects for further research should be devoted to the 

analysis of the change management system within the security 

framework of enterprises in other industries. The practical 

value of the results obtained lies in the possibility of using 

strategy models for top managers. 

Thus, our proposed variability through an innovative 

strategic approach is formed in order to imagine that the 

formation of a change management strategy can have different 

strategic directions in the context of sustainable development. 
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